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INTRODUCTION

Led by a President with a well-documented disregard for truth,1 it is not surprising that the Trump administration has adopted a variety of mischievous information policies. The word policies might suggest a more cohesive and intentional approach than actually exists in the

* Callejo Endowed Professor, Gerald J. Ford Research Fellow, Associate Dean for Research, SMU Dedman School of Law. I thank Renée Landers and David Thaw for their thoughtful comments and suggestions, as well as other participants at the Chicago-Kent College of Law symposium, The Trump Administration and Administrative Law. I also thank for individual comments and suggestions Anthony Colangelo, Bill Buzbee, James Goleman, Bill Funk, Chris Jenks, Ron Levin, Jonathan Masur, Joel Mintz, Dick Pierce, Bijal Shah, Peter Shane, and Peter Strauss.

1. This sentence feels bizarre to even write. And yet, see Glenn Kessler et al., President Trump has made 4,713 false or misleading claims in 592 days, WASH. POST (Sept. 4, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/amplhtml/politics/2018/09/04/president-trump-has-made-false-or-misleading-claims-days/ [https://perma.cc/5Q5Y-LA9W]. The data is based on analysis by The Fact Checker project at the Washington Post. The Fact Checker, initiated in 2007 and situated at the Poynter Institute of Media Studies in St. Petersburg, Florida, is a signatory of the International Fact-Checking Network code of principles, which includes commitments to non-partisanship, transparency of sources, transparency of funding sources, transparency of methodology, and a commitment to making open and honest corrections.
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current White House. But the Trump administration has taken sporadic actions, many unrelated to each other, that together signal a shift away from open government—or at least away from information policies based on neutral principles—towards more cynical uses of government information. Examples include removing certain data from the public domain, manipulating data, censoring scientists at various federal departments, scrubbing certain terms and topics from federal web sites, and using transparency initiatives as a pretext to undermine sound science. This article attempts to tease out an emerging “information policy” for the Trump administration, explain how it departs from the information policies set by predecessors, and evaluate the extent to which legal and nonlegal mechanisms can constrain or otherwise deter abuses of executive discretion.

I. INFORMATION POLICY

“Information policy” reflects the countless decisions that the President and federal agencies make in deciding how—and indeed whether—to generate, collect, publish, and present information. Although some of these decisions are governed by statute, the federal executive generally enjoys wide discretion. These discretionary decisions sometimes are governed by written policies, guidelines, or manuals adopted by individual agencies, or by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) or its Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA). We can thus study federal “information policy” by referring to these documents. But “information policy” also exists in discretionary decisions not governed by statute or by internal agency rules. How agencies exercise their discretion, how they effectuate their internal rules, and how they interpret statutory directives is worth closer examination.

Of course, describing an “information policy” for the vast executive can be daunting. The federal “executive establishment” includes the Executive Office of the President and its ten components, as well as fifteen executive or “cabinet” departments (which themselves include

2. *See infra* Part III.
3. The U.S. Code includes a subchapter titled “Federal Information Policy,” and one stated purpose is to “ensure the greatest possible public benefit from and maximize the utility of information created, collected, maintained, used, shared and disseminated by or for the Federal Government.” 44 U.S.C. § 3501(2) (2012). Indeed, Title 44 of the U.S. Code deals with “Public Printing and Documents.” Of course, “information policy” as practiced by the government exceeds the scope of activities addressed in Title 44, and thus the analysis here is broader as well.
4. *See infra* Part IV.
5. *See infra* Parts II, IV.
several significant sub-agencies) and eighty-one independent agencies that together employ around 2.85 million civilians. To say there is a single, coherent "information policy" in the executive obviously oversimplifies.

Moreover, it can be hard to generalize about "information policy" given the sheer volume and variety of information released by the federal executive. The executive publishes information in almost every possible way, from traditional press releases written by traditional press offices, to sprawling web sites with thousands of unique pages, to social media posts, and virtually everything in between. In fact, the executive’s informational function is so vast that the OMB now includes an Office of the Federal Chief Information Officer (OFCIO), and many federal agencies have their own Chief Information Officers (CIOs). Thus, describing how federal agencies and their staff disseminate information—in all its forms—may be a bit presumptuous.

Nevertheless, because information practices can vary considerably from administration to administration, departures from prior administrations can signal important shifts in information policy. Thus, we can study the "information policy" of each administration by reviewing executive orders, centralized instructions from the OMB and OIRA, and other changes in policy articulated in writing. We also can, of course, observe each administration in practice. This Article tries to do both.

Information policy is worth examination because the volume and variety of data generated by the federal government grows hourly. Moreover, as the methods for disseminating that data have proliferated, the federal executive enjoys even more opportunities to influence what information the public receives and how. Information policy is


9. See infra Parts II, III.

also important because the public tends to trust federal sources of information.11 Facts and data published by agencies carry the imprimatur of the federal government.12 Thus, government efforts to hide, manipulate, or engage in other information mischief can be particularly pernicious. Facts and data are, of course, prerequisites to sound policymaking. Even when facts are in dispute, our system of government depends on a willingness to engage with facts, data, and “truths” about the world.13 Thus, information policy critically examines how the federal executive generates, disseminates, presents, and controls information.

Viewed in broader context, for much of our nation’s history, citizens have pushed the federal government to be more transparent—to adopt a more open information policy.14 Government disclosure is seen as a virtue across the political spectrum because it appeals “to so many of our intuitions about how government, markets, and regulation should work.”15 Transparency is seen a precondition for government accountability.16 Today, government transparency sits comfortably “among the pantheon of great political virtues.”17 But the relative transparency we enjoy now was both hard-won and achieved only gradually, via four separate movements. As I have explained in previous work:

The 1930s brought efforts to publish so-called “secret laws” generated by agencies during the New Deal. The 1940s brought the Administrative Procedure Act’s mandates to give regulated parties advanced notice of agency actions. The 1960s and 1970s introduced FOIA and the era of transparency by request. And the 1990s and 2000s introduced mandates for agencies to post information on the

14. See, e.g., U.S. CONST. art. I, § 5, cl. 3 (requiring each chamber of Congress to “keep a Journal of its Proceedings, and from time to time to publish the same,” which may have been a deliberate departure from the practices of the British Parliament); James J. Brudney, Canon Shortfalls and the Virtues of Political Branch Interpretive Assets, 98 CALIF. L. REV. 1199, 1218 (2010); Cortez, Regulation by Database, supra note 12, at 10–20 (tracking the history of open government and transparency laws).
15. Cortez, Regulation by Database, supra note 12, at 21.
16. Id. at 27–28.
Internet, establishing important agency norms of online publication.¹⁸

Today, of course, information policy is tied inextricably to agency use of web sites and other modern media, through which agencies post voluminous information about their decisions and activities.¹⁹ As agency use of web sites became the norm, Congress enacted laws calling for even more online disclosure, such as the Electronic Freedom of Information Act of 1996 (e-FOIA),²⁰ the Information Quality Act of 2001,²¹ the E-Government Act of 2002,²² and the Open Government Act of 2007.²³ Part IV examines the extent to which these laws constrain executive discretion, particularly the recent information “mischief” of the Trump administration.

More normatively, when considering an optimal information policy for the federal executive, I suggest there is a meaningful distinction between information and messaging—that is, between information that purports to be truthful and objective, and messaging that we expect to be more subjective.²⁴ Of course, many communications are hybrids—a stew of opinion and fact together, or opinions based on facts, or opinions presented as facts. Differentiating the two can be difficult, although I maintain it remains worthwhile when trying to articulate potential constraints on often unbounded executive discretion.

A recent case illustrates the difficulty. In 2017, the Sierra Club asked the EPA’s Inspector General to investigate remarks made by then-EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt expressing doubt that human activity contributed to climate change.²⁵ The Sierra Club alleged that

²⁴ Cortez, supra note 11, at 7.
Pruitt violated the EPA’s own scientific integrity policy, which ensures that EPA officials adhere to principles of scientific integrity “in the use, conduct, and communication of science.”\textsuperscript{26} Pruitt was asked during a television interview:

\begin{quote}
Do you believe it’s been proven that carbon dioxide is the primary control knob for climate?
\end{quote}

Pruitt responded:

\begin{quote}
No. I think that measuring with precision human activity on the climate is something very challenging to do, and there’s tremendous disagreement about the degree of impact. So no, I would not agree that it’s a primary contributor to the global warming that we see.\textsuperscript{27}
\end{quote}

Although the statement appears to contradict scientific consensus on climate change, the EPA’s Scientific Integrity Review Panel determined that his statement qualified as mere opinion and was not made in a “decisional context.”\textsuperscript{28} The panel found that the EPA’s policy explicitly protects differing opinions, and “is designed to encourage [an employee] to express his or her opinion if he or she disagrees with the scientific data, scientific interpretations, or scientific conclusions that will be relied upon for said Agency decision.”\textsuperscript{29}

Although Pruitt’s statements may be objectionable—factually, normatively, and ethically—this distinction between messaging and information, between fact and opinion, is crucial for creating an optimal, workable information policy for the executive. This very crude matrix offers some key distinctions:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & Messaging & Information \\
\hline
Fact or opinion? & Presumed subjective & Presumed objective \\
\hline
Statutory authority? & Largely Permissive & Both permissive and mandatory \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}


\textsuperscript{27} EPA SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY DETERMINATION, supra note 25, at 2.

\textsuperscript{28} Id. at 4.

\textsuperscript{29} Id. (internal quotations of the EPA’s Scientific Integrity Policy omitted).
Information policy, then, should properly focus on information rather than messaging—on facts rather than opinions. Information that purports to be objective and truthful should endeavor to be both. It is not to say that false or manipulative messaging from the executive is not problematic; rather, there is less legal basis for objecting to it, it is more tolerated traditionally, and it is less problematic for democratic ideals where the “marketplace of ideas” operates, at least in theory.

Some federal information policies already reflect this distinction. For example, OMB guidelines implementing the Information Quality Act define “information” as “any communication or representation of knowledge such as facts or data, in any medium or form.” In contrast, the OMB’s guidelines do not reach “opinions, where the agency’s presentation makes it clear that what is being offered is someone’s opinion rather than fact or the agency’s views.”

Of course, if we do focus so-called “information policy” on information rather than messaging, can we develop a reliable epistemology for government information? What is the nature of government information? Is it possible to achieve true neutrality? Can the government ever release purely factual information, and would the release ever convey pure information without reflecting at least subtle policy or ideological biases? The question arises, for example, in the context of Internet search engines: can search engines ever be neutral and not biased? Although the debate is a fascinating one, and probably worth examining in future work, I do not attempt to answer it here.

Given the proper focus of information policy, then, how have the last two administrations fared? First, I describe the Obama administration’s approach to information policy. Then, I evaluate how the Trump administration has retreated from prior policies based on relatively neutral, pre-established principles, exercising its discretion in more unpredictable and cynical ways.

II. OPEN GOVERNMENT UNDER OBAMA

President Obama came to office with a relatively well-formed information policy. On his first day in office, the Obama administration published an Open Government Memorandum calling for agencies to "take prompt steps to expand access to information by making it available online in open formats."33 Within forty-five days, each agency was directed to "identify and publish online in an open format at least three high-value data sets...on Data.gov," and within sixty days, create a dedicated "Open Government" web page.34 By the end of his administration, there were nearly 200,000 data sets published on Data.gov from 166 different agencies.35

Also on his first day in office, the Obama administration published a FOIA Memorandum directing agencies to "adopt a presumption in favor of disclosure," emphasizing that,"[i]n the face of doubt, openness prevails."36 The memorandum continues:

The Government should not keep information confidential merely because public officials might be embarrassed by disclosure, because errors and failures might be revealed, or because of speculative or abstract fears. Nondisclosure should never be based on an effort to protect the personal interests of Government officials at the expense of those they are supposed to serve.37

In 2011, in response to the memorandum, the Justice Department created FOIA.gov to publicize how individual agencies are handling FOIA requests, with a searchable database showing the number of requests made to each agency and the current backlog.38 Although both the Clinton and George W. Bush administrations pushed online transparency initiatives, these two Obama memoranda were seen as a symbolic turn from the secrecy of the Bush administration.39 Still, comparisons with the Bush administration were not always favorable,

---

34. Id.
35. Cortez, Regulation by Database, supra note 12, at 4 n.3.
37. Id.
particularly in responding to FOIA requests, which became a black eye for the Obama administration’s record on transparency. 40

Separately, within months of taking office, the Obama administration published a Scientific Integrity Memorandum, directing executive agencies to adopt scientific integrity policies. 41 In particular, the memorandum called for agencies to make scientific data publicly available:

Political officials should not suppress or alter scientific or technological findings and conclusions. If scientific and technological information is developed and used by the Federal Government, it should ordinarily be made available to the public. To the extent permitted by law, there should be transparency in the preparation, identification, and use of scientific and technological information in policy-making.42

The memorandum called for agency policies to focus on four subjects: (i) agency culture; (ii) public communications; (iii) peer review and the use of advisory committees; and (iv) professional development.43 For example, the EPA’s scientific integrity policy prohibits EPA staff from “impeding the timely release of scientific findings and conclusions” and bars EPA officials “from intimidating or coercing scientists to alter scientific data, findings, or professional opinions.”44

Likewise, the policy calls for the EPA’s public communications arm to


42. Presidential Memorandum re: Scientific Integrity, supra note 41.

43. Id.

“ensur[e] that scientific research and results are presented openly and with integrity.”

Thus, from the outset, the Obama administration adopted open government policies based on neutral principles that would result in even inconvenient data being published. Notwithstanding the Obama administration’s poor record responding to FOIA requests, written policies are pre-commitment devices against which later practices can be measured. (Indeed, the Obama administration was critiqued for not living up to its written proclamations on FOIA.) Moreover, the memos published very early in the Obama administration led to sites like Data.gov and FOIA.gov that, together, collect and publish vast amounts of information possessed by federal agencies. Even if the Obama administration was not perfectly transparent—something that may be neither wise nor possible—it made important strides toward a more open government.

III. INFORMATION MISCHIEF UNDER TRUMP

The Obama administration entered with relatively well-formed information policies. The Trump administration did not. The Obama administration entered by sending a message to federal agencies that “[s]unlight is the best disinfectant.” The Trump administration entered with a blackout of sorts. When the Trump administration’s information mischief first came to light, it was criticized for undermining “the public’s ability to hold the federal government accountable,” akin to using “Harry Potter’s cloak of invisibility to cover the entire administration.” For example, in February 2017, the Trump administration

45.  EPA SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY POLICY, supra note 26, at 5.

46.  See, e.g., Jason Leopold, It Took a FOIA Lawsuit to Uncover How the Obama Administration Killed FOIA Reform, VICE NEWS (Mar. 9, 2016), https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/7xamnz/it-took-a-foia-lawsuit-to-uncover-how-the-obama-administration-killed-foia-reform [https://perma.cc/3QTP-2695]. The Freedom of the Press Foundation sued the Department of Justice under FOIA to obtain documents showing that the Obama administration had undermined FOIA reform bills that had passed both houses unanimously in 2014 (H.R. 1211, the FOIA Over-sight and Implementation Act of 2014, and S. 2520, the FOIA Improvement Act of 2014), VICE News then obtained separate documents showing that the FTC and SEC “also tried to disrupt Congress’s FOIA reform efforts, which would have required those agencies to be far more transparent when responding to records requests.” Id. In particular, the records show how significant the Justice Department’s opposition to FOIA reforms was under President Obama.


49.  Juliet Eilperin, Under Trump, inconvenient data is being sidelined, WASH. POST (May 14, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/under-trump-inconvenient-data-is-being-
shuttered the site Open.gov created by the Obama administration and removed all data sets published by the administration on Open.WhiteHouse.gov. As of late 2018, the former still no longer exists, and the latter redirects to a meek site titled “Disclosures,” displaying only a form that executive branch personnel should use to make required financial disclosures. The site Data.gov remains online, though the number of data sets available fluctuates without much explanation. Moreover, President Trump held only one press conference his first year in office. Key White House web sites such as the OMB site were missing at launch.

Obviously, incoming administrations change policies from their predecessors and take care to articulate their new policies through official channels. But no administration starts from scratch. Each inherits from its predecessor a vast, complex federal infrastructure for collecting and disseminating information. In this spirit, scholars have called for the federal agencies to take more seriously their role as data “stewards,” which requires agencies to think carefully about how they gather, process, and publish information. The executive apparatus in

sidelined/2017/05/14/3ae22c28-3106-11e7-8674-437db6e813e_story.html


many ways has built-in systems for disseminating both messaging and information.

Although the Trump administration did not completely undo these systems, it used the systems in more cynical, mischievous ways. There are many ways a new administration can undermine open data policy. First, the administration can simply not collect data to begin with, which can be accomplished through executive orders or legal mandates that reverse open government directives, or via budget requests that undermine data collection and publication efforts. For example, the journal *Science* lamented that the Trump administration’s 2018 budget request represented “a grim budget day for U.S. science” due to major cuts to research funding. Revoking funds for research that generate data effectively strangles information in its crib. The federal gag order that prevents federal agencies like the CDC from conducting gun violence research—something that predated the Trump administration—demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach.

But the Trump administration engaged in a variety of other types of information mischief, including removing online data, manipulating data, censoring science, scrubbing web sites of key information, and using “transparency” as pretext to achieve other ends.

### A. Removing Data

In 2017, the Trump administration began removing from agency web sites records of enforcement actions taken by various agencies, including the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the EPA. Some removals were justified as moving away from the “naming and shaming”

---

57. The Information Wars series on the Take Care blog notes that the Trump administration refused to add LGBTQ questions to the census and to HHS surveys. See Litman & Murillo, *supra* note 13.


used by previous administrations to pressure regulated firms into compliance.62 Others were given no justification.

Federal agencies publish voluminous enforcement data on their websites.63 The rationale in many cases follows Jeremy Bentham’s logic that “the more strictly we are watched, the better we behave.”64 Publishing enforcement and compliance data can help counter “agency slack,”65 or general under-enforcement by regulatory agencies.66 Publication also can encourage more optimal rates of regulatory compliance.67 In fact, some scholars have called for publication of more centralized and comprehensive enforcement data. David Vladeck suggests Congress should require the OMB to publish a searchable database of enforcement actions across federal agencies to allow the public to “track repeat-offender corporations.”68 Already, more narrow (but still ambitious) efforts in this vein include the Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC) at Syracuse University, which publishes enforcement data obtained via FOIA requests from a variety of agencies,69 and the FTC’s Consumer Sentinel Network, a database of over 20 million enforcement records, though the latter is non-public.70

Rather than follow these trends, the Trump administration has retreated. First, under the Trump administration, OSHA has stopped publicizing its enforcement actions against companies. Under previous administrations, OSHA issued a news release whenever sanctions for workplace health or safety violations reached $40,000 or more.71 Although OSHA under the Trump administration had issued more than 200 such citations as of May 2017, it had issued only two such news

62. Id. For an account of these practices, see Ernest Geibhor, Adverse Publicity by Administrative Agencies, 86 Harv. L. Rev. 1380, 1382–1416 (1973); Cortez, Adverse Publicity by Administrative Agencies in the Internet Era, supra note 10, at 1371; Cortez, supra note 11, at 8–9.
63. Cortez, Regulation by Database, supra note 12, at 24.
67. Cortez, Regulation by Database, supra note 12, at 25.
71. Eilperin, supra note 49.
releases. The underlying enforcement records are still available on the Labor Department’s web site, but they fail “to constantly alert and catch employers’ attention.”

Second, a few weeks into the Trump administration, the USDA abruptly “removed public access to tens of thousands of reports” documenting inspections and potential violations of the Animal Welfare Act, including inspection reports, facility reports, regulatory correspondence, lists of regulated entities, and enforcement records. The USDA explained that it revoked public access “based on our commitment to … maintaining the privacy rights of individuals.” Congress itself flagged the USDA’s removal of data in a March 2018 report, noting that “heavily redacted inspection reports … make it difficult in certain cases for the public to understand the subject of the inspection, assess USDA’s subsequent actions, and to evaluate the effectiveness of its enforcement.” The congressional report directed the USDA to restore the data, noting that its removal had violated previous directions from Congress.

Ten days after the records were removed, the USDA was sued by PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) and other animal rights’ groups, arguing that removing the documents violated FOIA, particularly its electronic reading room provisions. While the case was pending, the USDA reposted the majority of documents previously posted online, except for certain regulatory correspondence and enforcement letters that were nevertheless available on other govern-

72. Id.
73. Id. (quoting Howard Mavity, a lawyer who represents management in OSHA matters but critiqued OSHA’s new policy of not publicizing enforcement actions).
ment web sites, and records involving ongoing adjudications that had not yet been finalized. The D.C. District Court thus dismissed the complaint as moot, rejecting PETA’s claim that the USDA’s action was capable of repetition yet evading review because the USDA claimed it was removing records temporarily to redact personal information. The court found that “[g]iven the temporary, one-time nature of the Department’s removal of records, it is reasonably certain that the Department will not remove these records again.” The USDA may have been sensitive about the privacy implications of posting enforcement records online due to prior litigation. Nevertheless, information on research facilities has been re-posted by the USDA.

Third, observers also reported that the Trump administration removed from the EPA and Interior Department web sites various scientific information about climate change. Likewise, within a week of taking office, the Trump administration removed a site called the Federal Supplier Greenhouse Gas Management Scorecard that ranked major federal suppliers’ carbon output and whether they had goals to cut it. The site was seen as creating “a powerful incentive for private companies to improve their environmental practices.” That lever has been removed.

Finally, observers have been troubled that the Trump administration has shielded from public scrutiny various records that might shine a light on potential conflicts of interest in the White House. For example, the administration stopped publishing the ethics waivers it had granted for appointees who had engaged in lobbying activities over the previous two years that would normally bar them from working on the

80.  Id. at 311–12.
81.  Id. at 313.
82.  Id.
84.  Andrew Bergman & Toly Rinberg, In its first year, the Trump administration has reduced public information online, SUNLIGHT FOUND. [Jan. 4 2018], https://sunlightfoundation.com/2018/01/04/in-its-first-year-the-trump-administration-has-reduced-public-information-online/ [http://perma.cc/W4A4-V6D6].
85.  Eilperin, supra note 49.
86.  Id.
87.  Id. (quoting Jason Pearson, executive director, Sustainable Purchasing Leadership Council).
same issue for the government. The Trump administration also stopped publishing the White House’s visitor log, which prevents the public from seeing who visits and when.

Thankfully, despite concerns that the Trump administration would remove vast amounts of data from federal web sites, that has not come to pass, as tracked by the Sunlight Foundation’s Web Integrity Project. Removing data from web sites can be time-consuming and costly. Perhaps the Trump administration has not truly discovered this tool yet, or perhaps it is deterred by widespread archiving of information posted online by the Obama administration. Either way, the potential for more widespread and intentional data mischief remains.

B. Manipulating Data

Short of removing data, the executive can try to manipulate them. For example, the Trump transition team tried to manipulate economic data by ordering the Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) to adjust their models to predict sustained economic growth of three to three and a half percent—roughly twice the rate predicted by the Federal Reserve and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). Ironically, after inauguration, the Trump administration then accused the Obama administration of trying to artificially depress previous unemployment rates, which experts said “would require a conspiracy theory of massive proportions, involving hundreds if not thousands of people.”

89. Eilperin, supra note 49.
91. Web Integrity Project, supra note 75.
92. Vinik, supra note 52.
93. See infra Part IV.
Continuing the pattern, during the debate to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA), the Trump administration attacked the credibility and accuracy of the non-partisan CBO in an unprecedented effort to pass the bill before the CBO was able to "score" it (forecast its budgetary impact). 96 The executive also has significant power to manipulate data by deciding how to collect it, and indeed whether to collect it in the first place. For example, in March 2017, the Trump administration reversed a Census Bureau proposal that may have led to additional questions on the U.S. census regarding gender identity and sexual orientation for the first time ever—a longtime goal for LGBTQ advocates. 97 The decennial census, required by the Constitution, 98 is used not only to apportion the House of Representatives, but to set statistical baselines that inform countless policy decisions. 99 For example, census data are essential for enforcing equality-enhancing laws. The Census Bureau itself explains that “laws promoting equal employment opportunity for women require census data on sex.” 100

In that spirit, LGBTQ groups hoped that better census data about their communities could help reduce discrimination and improve access to and the operation of government programs. 101 Instead, the Census Bureau’s brief hint that it was considering adding gender identity and sexual orientation questions to the census questionnaire quickly disappeared. 102 Around the same time, the Trump administration removed questions about gender identity and sexual orientation from two surveys sponsored by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). 103 Leah Litman and Helen Klein Murillo called the

101. Johnson, supra note 97.
103. Id. (The surveys are the National Survey of Older Americans Act Participants and the Annual Program Performance Report for the Centers for Independent Living.).
moves “nothing less than a war on information” and an effort “to deny the existence of problems by disappearing the facts,” noting that openness and visibility are core to many LGBTQ rights.

More fundamentally, observers are suspicious that the Trump administration is trying to undermine the 2020 census by requesting $135 million less for the Census Bureau than the agency requested the previous year. Again, such actions raise suspicions that the administration is undermining essential data collection in order to manipulate the statistical picture.

C. Censoring Climate Science

A separate category of data manipulation occurs when the executive tries to censor science. And the Trump administration has been particularly antagonistic towards scientific evidence of climate change. President Trump is a longstanding climate change denier. Shortly after inauguration, his administration scrubbed references to “climate change” on various federal web sites and made it harder to access climate data from agencies like the EPA and the Department of the Interior. For example, days after taking office, the Trump administration scrubbed from the EPA’s web site many uses of the terms “fossil fuels,” “greenhouse gases,” “global warming,” and even, remarkably, the word “science.” A comparison showed that the old EPA.gov web site included the term “climate change” on more than 12,000 pages; after edits by the Trump administration, it appears on just over 5,000 pages. Likewise, in April 2017, after the EPA had published an “update” to its web site, observers noticed that the agency had removed a vast section on “Climate Change” that had existed in some form since 1997,

104. Litman & Murillo, supra note 13.
105. Id.
109. Id.
including important scientific background on human contributions to climate change.\textsuperscript{110}

These moves were a significant departure from the usual types of changes made by incoming administrations.\textsuperscript{111} Instead of editing websites for appearance and presentation, or to reflect shifting policy priorities, the edits were seen as "an unprecedented attempt to delete or bury credible scientific information" that might be "politically inconvenient."\textsuperscript{112} An anonymous source explained that EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt approved the website changes to bring it in line with Trump administration policies and avoid open contradictions.\textsuperscript{113} But as one observer quipped, "It's hard to understand why facts require revision."\textsuperscript{114} This is not particularly new, of course. When George W. Bush took office, his administration froze updates to the EPA website pending White House review.\textsuperscript{115} And there were allegations that his administration both distorted and suppressed certain climate change research.\textsuperscript{116} However, those changes did not target "scientific content."\textsuperscript{117}

The Trump administration also has taken more formal actions to undermine climate science. In 2013, President Obama published an executive order directing several agencies—the Department of Defense, EPA, HHS, and the Department of Homeland Security—to "work together to develop and provide authoritative, easily accessible, usable, and timely data … on climate preparedness and resilience."\textsuperscript{118} However, in March 2017, the Trump administration issued its own order revoking the Obama executive order and other prior presidential actions


\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} supra note 108 (quoting Heather Zichal, senior fellow, Atlantic Council’s Global Energy Center).

\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{113} Mooney & Eilperin, supra note 110.

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{Id.} (quoting Katherine Hayhoe, a climate scientist at Texas Tech University).

\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Allegations of Political Interference with Government Climate Change Science: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, 110th Cong. 198 (2007); Jody Freeman & Adrian Vermeule, Massachusetts v. EPA: From Politics to Expertise, 2007 SUP. CT. REV. 51, 55 (2007); Chris Mooney, THE REPUBLICAN WAR ON SCIENCE (2005).}
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calling for climate data collection and sharing.\footnote{Exec. Order No. 13,783 (Mar. 28, 2017).} It also formally rescinded two prior climate change reports issued by President Obama.\footnote{Id. (rescinding the Report of the Executive Office of the President of June 2013 (The President's Climate Action Plan) and the Report of the Executive Office of the President of March 2014 (Climate Action Plan Strategy to Reduce Methane Emissions)).}

Still, in a surprising act of transparency from the Trump EPA, the agency posted an exact replica of the EPA.gov web site as it existed on January 19, 2017, President Obama’s last day in office.\footnote{Vinik, supra note 52.} Some, in fact, speculated that the link was an act of rebellion by EPA career staff or may have been a response to a flood of FOIA requests for the materials.\footnote{Id.}


Still, efforts to censor climate science are troubling, not only due to increasingly dire reports on both the pace and severity of climate change,\footnote{INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, GLOBAL WARMING OF 1.5°C: SUMMARY FOR POLICYMAKERS 5 (2018), https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2018/07/SR15_SPM_High_Res.pdf [https://perma.cc/X6YG-K927].} but because censoring underlying data precludes informed
policymaking. As Murillo and Litman argue, “Burying information doesn’t get us to reasoned policy; instead, it subverts public debate.”

D. Scrubbing Terminology

In addition to scrubbing “climate change” from various federal web sites, the Trump administration has rendered other terms taboo. In late 2017, federal agencies were advised to avoid using certain words in their budget requests. For example, HHS officials distributed a one-page “style guide” instructing budget officials at various sub-agencies (the CDC, NIH, and FDA) to avoid using the words “vulnerable,” “diversity,” and “entitlement.” Similarly, officials at a budget meeting advised federal employees to avoid the phrases “evidence-based” and “science-based,” drawing fierce criticism from Senate Democrats and public health organizations.

Likewise, the Trump administration scrubbed several instances of the word “gender” from the HHS Office of Civil Rights web site titled “Discrimination on the Basis of Sex,” perhaps foreshadowing an effort to define “gender” more narrowly in order to remove federal protections for transgender populations.

Again, every new administration brings with it a shift in policy priorities. And every new administration engages not only in selective messaging, but emphasizes some information rather than others. But erasing certain terminology from official documents is a particularly cynical use of the federal executive’s information platform.

E. Weaponizing Transparency

A final class of information mischief includes the Trump administration using transparency as a weapon or pretext to achieve other
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ends. The most significant action here is the EPA’s so-called “secret science” rule. In April 2018, the EPA proposed a rule that would prohibit the agency from issuing rules based on studies that use non-public data. Under the guise of promoting transparency and countering so-called “secret science,” the rule would require EPA to “clearly identify all studies (or other regulatory science) relied upon when it takes any final agency action.” For example, the EPA would have to “ensure that dose response data and models underlying pivotal regulatory science are publicly available in a manner sufficient for independent validation.”

The proposal assumes that scientific validity depends on data transparency, a notion that might sound obviously correct to lay audiences. But the lodestar of scientific validity is study design, reproducibility, and peer-review, not necessarily data transparency. Of course, data transparency is a laudable goal. Agencies have long been encouraged to disclose research study data “to the extent practicable and permitted by law.” But for the “secret science” rule, transparency is mere pretext. Other federal laws dictate that privacy, trade secrets, and other types of confidential information should remain so. And, contrary to assertions by some EPA officials, promises to “de-identify” personal information in order to make data sets public are often empty gestures, as subjects are relatively easy to “re-identify.”

Importantly, the proposed “secret science” rule runs afoul of decisions by the D.C. Circuit, which has rejected previous challenges to EPA rules arguing that the agency did not disclose the underlying data that formed the basis for the rule. The D.C. Circuit noted in those cases that data disclosure can be “impracticable and unnecessary” and would result in the agency disregarding “much plainly relevant scientific information.”
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The pretext behind the EPA’s “secret science” proposal is apparent when viewed together with an effort to exclude from the EPA’s scientific advisory panels, “academic scientists who receive research grants from the agency,” only to be replaced by “industry-funded scientists.”142 Taken in tandem, some find it “difficult not to conclude that the real purpose of the proposal is to eliminate a vast body of highly relevant data from consideration, resulting in a weakening of standards that are no longer supported by ‘sufficient scientific evidence,’” an approach used by tobacco companies to fight off regulation in the 1990s.143

Weaponized transparency has also found traction in Congress, where the House passed the Honest and Open EPA Science Treatment (HONEST) Act of 2017.144 Like the EPA’s proposed rule, the HONEST Act would prohibit the agency from using studies to make decisions “unless raw data, computer codes, and virtually everything used by scientists to conduct the study are provided to the agency and made publicly available online.”145 The scientific community was quick to see the bill for what it was: “an attempt by politicians to override scientific judgment and dictate narrow standards by which science is deemed valuable for policy.”146 The HONEST Act is not the effort’s first iteration. In 2015, Rep. Lamar Smith (R-TX), himself a climate change denier,147 sponsored the Secret Science Reform Act, which would have operated substantially the same way.148 Although neither bill passed the Senate, the idea found a vehicle in the Trump administration’s EPA, where the proposed rule is currently pending after receiving public comments.149
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Transparency has also been used as a cudgel against political opponents. In January 2018, the Trump administration agreed to selectively declassify a controversial memorandum prepared by Republicans on the House Intelligence Committee that was critical of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and its investigation of Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election. The move was seen as an attempt to cast doubt on the legitimacy of the investigation. The House committee released the memo by invoking House rules, never before used, that allow the committee to publish classified information if it serves the public interest, and after notice and an opportunity for objection by the President. But the refusal to also disclose a counterpoint memo prepared by Democrats on the committee raised allegations of “selective declassification” and “weaponized disclosure.”

The Trump administration has also used selective disclosure to target immigrants. Through two executive orders, the Trump administration directed agencies to collect and publish data highlighting crimes committed by immigrants. The first order in January 2017, in a section titled “Transparency,” directed the Attorney General and Department of Homeland Security to gather data on the “immigrant status of all [incarcerated] aliens.” The second order in March 2017, under a section titled “Transparency and Data Collection,” directed the Attorney General and Department of Homeland Security to publish data on the number of foreign nationals in the United States that have been radicalized or were charged with terrorism-related crimes. A group of open government advocacy organizations objected that publication of such information would violate federal privacy laws and in-
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formation quality guidelines. In fact, the letter objected that the orders would disclose sensitive information about immigrants who are not U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents, removing Privacy Act protections for those populations, in reversal of policy followed by both the Obama and George W. Bush administrations. The Sunlight Foundation called the selective disclosures “a tool for division and public intimidation, rather than a means for achieving transparency and accountability,” emphasizing that “[i]n the 21st century, information disclosures hold immense potential to harm individuals when government use public data irresponsibly.”

IV. WHAT CONSTRAINTS INFORMATION MISCHIEF?

Given the federal executive’s wide discretion, what if anything can constrain information mischief? Some constraints are legal in nature: various statutes require the executive to gather certain information, publish it, or present it a certain way. However, the scope of these laws is limited, and they still leave significant room for executive discretion. Non-legal constraints exist in the form of internal agency policies, norms, and practical constraints, such as third-party archiving and monitoring, that might help deter information mischief. Articulating an epistemology for executive information requires understanding both the legal and non-legal constraints. But the question remains—are these constraints meaningful?

A. Legal Constraints

Various statutes specify the information agencies must collect and whether (and how) they publish it. Here, I examine the extent to which they provide meaningful constraints on executive discretion.

The Administrative Procedure Act (APA). Section 552 of the APA requires agencies to publish in the Federal Register information regarding their internal organization and functions, as well as rules of...
procedure, substantive rules, interpretive rules, and policy statements.\textsuperscript{159} It also requires agencies to post in electronic format all final opinions and orders, any policy statements not in the Federal Register, internal agency manuals that affect the public, and documents frequently requested under FOIA.\textsuperscript{160} Section 552(b) includes various exemptions from these requirements,\textsuperscript{161} although section 552(d) clarifies that nothing in that section authorizes agencies to withhold records from the public or from Congress.\textsuperscript{162}

Section 552 also creates an Office of Government Information Services within the National Archives and Records Administration, and charges it with reviewing agency compliance with FOIA and mediating disputes with requesters.\textsuperscript{163} Likewise, it directs the GAO to audit agency performance under FOIA and publish its findings,\textsuperscript{164} and calls for each agency to designate a Chief FOIA Officer.\textsuperscript{165} Thus, the APA creates a relatively well-defined system for agencies to satisfy their FOIA obligations.

Otherwise, the APA leaves the vast majority of agency information practices unspecified. Press releases, social media posts, web site publication, and database practices exist largely outside the APA. Moreover, the APA’s judicial review provisions do not provide much grounds to challenge the vast majority of agency information activities. Although the APA authorizes judicial review of “final agency action for which there is no other adequate remedy in a court,”\textsuperscript{166} it is very unlikely that most information activities would constitute final agency action. For example, an analysis of the Trump administration’s “war on regulatory science” finds that its efforts “are governed only loosely by law or may escape judicial review completely.”\textsuperscript{167} Likewise, my previous research found that when agencies publish information adverse to regulated parties, their actions are largely not reviewable under the APA.\textsuperscript{168}

The Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA). Although the FTCA authorizes certain suits against the federal government, it specifically excludes
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libel, slander, and other statements that might qualify as intentional torts. Thus, the damaging agency press release or misleading enforcement report probably would not give rise to damages under the FTCA. Similarly, the FTCA includes a broad exemption for discretionary functions, which courts have read as including the release of information and even the underlying data supporting the communication. Thus, as James O’Reilly has observed, “the consistent view of courts, commentators, and career FTCA defenders is that any intentionally-caused federal agency disclosure, which causes a reputational injury, is not actionable under the FTCA.”

The Information Quality Act (IQA). The Information Quality Act of 2001, sometimes called the Data Quality Act (DQA), required the OMB to issue guidelines for federal agencies for “ensuring and maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of information . . . disseminated by the government.” Although some see the Act as somewhat anti-regulatory in nature, it can be used to enhance trust in government information. In particular, the Act includes procedural features that “allow[] affected persons to seek and obtain correction of information maintained and disseminated by the agency.”

The IQA is broad but probably underutilized. It applies to agency “dissemination of public information, regardless of the form or format.” Moreover, OMB guidelines define “information” as “any communication or representation of knowledge such as facts or data, in any medium or form.” However, as noted above, the definition excludes “opinions, where the agency’s presentation makes it clear that what is being offered is someone’s opinion rather than fact or the
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agency’s views.” Another limitation of the IQA is that it does not create judicially enforceable rights, although some continue to argue otherwise. Thus, most agree that parties cannot sue if an agency violates its own information quality guidelines or rejects a request to correct or retract information published by the agency.

Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA). The Paperwork Reduction Act also creates a framework that establishes federal agencies as stewards of federal information and data. For example, it requires the head of each agency to manage agency information resources, with a stated goal of “provid[ing] for the dissemination of public information on a timely basis, on equitable terms, and in a manner that promotes the utility of the information to the public.” Likewise, the PRA requires each agency to “improve the integrity, quality, and utility of information to all users within and outside the agency, including capabilities for ensuring dissemination of public information, public access to government information, and protections for privacy and security.” In this vein, the PRA centralizes information collection requests (ICRs) by agencies, requiring prior OMB approval. Notably, however, the PRA does not create a private right of action.

Best Available Data Statutes. Some, but not many, statutes require agencies to base their decisions on the “best available science.” For example, the Endangered Species Act, the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and the Magnuson-Stevenson Act all contain some version of the requirement, as do environmental statutes, such as the Toxic Substances Control Act and the Safe Water Drinking Act. The latter two might create problems for the Trump administration’s “secret science”
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rule if it requires the EPA to ignore peer-reviewed and validated studies merely because they rely on non-public data. Moreover, extensive edits to the EPA’s web site shortly after Trump was inaugurated in 2017 were seen as potentially violating the “best available science” mandates. Nevertheless, these statutes obviously are limited by their terms to specific agencies in specific contexts.

The Whistleblower Protection Act. Finally, the Whistleblower Protection Act might protect agency employees who disclose information that they reasonably believe demonstrates a violation of law or regulation, or amounts to a “gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.” Congress amended the Act in 2012 to protect disclosures concerning “censorship related to research, analysis, or technical information,” meaning “any effort to distort, misrepresent, or suppress research, analysis, or technical information.” Indeed, the 2017 gag order issued by HHS—barring employees from making public statements and requiring notice to the agency before communicating with Congress—may have violated provisions in the Whistleblower Protection Act covering agency nondisclosure policies. Likewise, after employees at four agencies were instructed to stop external communications while the Trump administration could fill top agency positions, Republicans in Congress sent a letter to President Trump’s White House counsel emphasizing that whistleblower protections are a key feature of accountable government. Still, it can be
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daunting for agency employees to pursue claims under the Act, and claims do not often succeed. 199

Thus, a variety of statutes constrain executive discretion over information, though all are quite limited in scope and application. 200 Even together, they fail to reach much of the information mischief of the Trump administration.

Judicial review as a deterrent. Finally, as a non-statutory legal constraint, perhaps agencies can be deterred from information mischief if they worry it will subvert proposed rules, orders, or other agency actions? For example, cases like State Farm direct courts to provide “hard look” review of agency rules, which allows courts to consider the entire record of evidence to determine if the rule is arbitrary and capricious. 201 If the agency’s record can be undermined by evidence of information mischief, it might invite courts to invalidate the agency’s efforts—or at least trigger more searching review. 202 Indeed, there may be hints that the Trump administration’s removal of public data has weakened the administration’s credibility in court. For example, before the Trump administration, courts rarely demanded that agencies consider the effects that new pipelines and other energy transport projects would have on greenhouse gas emissions. But since the Trump administration’s withdrawal of government studies on the social cost of carbon, courts have begun demanding that the administration consider greenhouse gases when it approves these projects. 203 A record of
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information mischief might reverse, or at least weaken, the usual presumptions of good faith or normality that agencies often enjoy.

B. Non-Legal Constraints

If statutes leave many important executive information activities untouched, do non-legal mechanisms impose meaningful constraints? Here I examine the extent to which internal agency policies, norms, and practical constraints, such as third-party archiving and monitoring, might help deter information mischief.

First, agencies have adopted a variety of internal structures, policies, and procedures that govern their information practices and thus might constrain their discretion to various degrees. As noted above, agencies have adopted policies governing scientific integrity, FOIA disclosures, data quality, and many more. Such policies can serve as pre-commitment devices, particularly when made public. Much of the action here occurs, of course, within agencies and thus constitutes what Gillian Metzger and Kevin Stack call “internal administrative law.” These internal machineries generally are not subject to judicial review because they do not constitute “final” agency action, do not give rise to justiciable claims, or involve internal personnel and management prerogatives. When viewed in this frame, the Obama administration’s open government directives signal precisely the kind of “rule-of-law values, including transparency, argumentation, and consistency,” that Metzger and Stack call for in the absence of external judicial review. For example, agency scientific integrity policies qualify as internal guidance and do not, therefore, create enforceable legal obligations. Nevertheless, agencies such as the EPA now have a “Scientific Integrity Official” and use mechanisms such as a “Scientific Integrity Review Panel” to investigate violations of these policies. Even though the policies are not subject to judicial review, they can enhance agency decisionmaking and deter information mischief.

Second, a close relative to internal agency policies and procedures is agency norms. Though not traditionally binding or enforceable,
norms can reinforce institutional legitimacy. Norms represent informal, extralegal “rules” and expectations for behavior, typically enforced in non-legal ways. Norms of openness and disclosure have been built over the last two decades with increasing government use of the Internet. Likewise, norms of vigorously defending FOIA suits also pass from one administration to the next. Unfortunately, many longstanding government norms have been disregarded by the Trump administration. Norms themselves can be powerful constraints on behavior, but are at risk of eroding if not observed.

A final constraint on information mischief is practical. Non-government parties, motivated by fears that the Trump administration might remove or manipulate data, are closely monitoring federal web sites and have engaged in large-scale archiving. These collective efforts to make the data available elsewhere might deter agencies from trying to remove or manipulate data. After the November 2016 election, a variety of private and non-profit groups sprang into action to save public data sets, a move called “guerilla archiving.” For example, researchers from the University of Pennsylvania and the University of North Texas organized efforts to archive federal web pages before Trump was inaugurated. Likewise, legal scholar Paul Gowder created a Python script to monitor public data and track deletions or modifications. Similarly, after the Trump administration removed from the EPA and Interior Department web sites documents discussing how climate change might affect desert ecology in the southwest, the City of Chicago posted the same documents archived during the Obama ad-
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ministration. The Environmental Data and Governance Initiative (EDGI) has tracked 25,000 web pages since Trump was inaugurated. Even agencies themselves prepared for the worst: in December 2016, the FDA engaged in a “data dump,” making available for the first time data on adverse events related to food products and cosmetics.

Perhaps the most comprehensive and concerted counter-measures are being taken by the Sunlight Foundation. Its “Dark Data” initiative asks web site users to “Help keep track of open data sets removed from federal web sites.” Although the Sunlight Foundation has not found widespread removal of data sets yet, as many have feared, it remains vigilant given how “secretive” the Trump administration has been. According to the Sunlight Foundation, the Trump administration has “one of the worst records on open government in the first 100 days of any administration in American history.”

Thus, third party archivists and monitors can help deter, or at least shine a light on, acts of information mischief. Indeed, their efforts were mirrored by a bill in Congress to preserve federal data. In April 2017, senators Gary Peters (D-MI) and Cory Gardner (R-CO) introduced the Preserving Government Data Act of 2017 to make it more
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difficult to delete publicly available data. Some have critiqued the bill as too broad, though it has little chance of passing during this administration.

CONCLUSION

Since taking office, the Trump administration not only has retreated from a number of open government practices established by predecessors, but has engaged in a variety of mischievous information activities, such as removing and manipulating data, scrubbing disfavored terms from federal web sites, and even using transparency as a pretext to selectively disclose information for more cynical purposes. This Article is a first attempt to log and evaluate the early record of the Trump administration. It is unclear the extent to which legal and non-legal tools can provide meaningful constraints on an executive interested in exploiting its power over information. The most powerful tool may be to fight information with information, drawing attention to these practices and archiving important information.